Storecoin is a new public blockchain.
With its Dynamic Proof of Stake consensus protocol (DyPoS), Storecoin will deliver free
transactions, high-throughput, dynamic cryptoeconomics, decentralized security, and a
governance system with built-in checks and balances inspired by the United States Constitution.
Storecoin will become the best digital asset for delivering free, fast, and scalable payments.

Get invited to participate in Storecoin's Third Token Sale
GET STARTED

Enter your email address at www.storeco.in
Invites will be sent in March or April 2018

Our Mission
To become new payment
infrastructure and new incentivization
infrastructure for the global internet.

Leading crypto analysts see
the elegance in Storecoin’s Governance

First Token Sale buyers

Storecoin vs. Other Public Blockchains
What it would cost to buy 1 one-hundredth of a percent (1 basis point) of all tokens
minted in the first 10 years for major public (see footnotes for price assumptions).
Price per Basis Point at 10 Year Supply
$1,400,000

$1,374,787
$1,200,000

$1,000,000

$933,156
$800,000
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$933,156
$200,000

$50,700

$5,694

$0

ZCash (as of Dec.
17, 2017)

Filecoin (first
hour token sale)

Tezos (no staking,
public token sale)

EOS (pre- launch
trading price at
Dec. 17, 2017)

Storecoin (Second
Token Sale,
invite-only)

The ZCash price of $529 is a snapshot of the price as of December 17th, 2017. The "Filecoin (first hour)" price of $2.25 factors in a 15% discount
off of $2.65 (the price during the first hour of the sale) as a result of the 2-year unlocking option. The Tezos price of $0.39 is the effective price
paid on the first day of the main sale, taking into account the 20% bonus and an average Bitcoin price of $2,350 on July 1. The EOS price of
$8.44 is based on the pre-launch trading price on December 17th, 2017. EOS was assumed to have 5% annual inflation starting at 1 billion tokens.

Token Distribution Plan
How Storecoin will incentivize all sides of its network across multiple, milestone-based token sales
ultimately giving it a treasury and governance that lets it operate as +thousand year public protocol.
Intended use of revenue

Token Distribution
Long-term token distribution plan:

10%

20%

33%

Sold in tokensales

33%

Allocated to founders, core developers,
and team

33%

Allocated for distribution to incentivize
participation in the Storecoin ecosystem

40%

15%
10%

5%

Engineering
Legal & Finance
Security

Operations
Sales & Marketing
Governance

To cover tokensale costs

1%

Founders have 4 year vesting with 3 month cliffs
Early contributors have 2 year vesting with 6 month cliffs
Incentive partners have milestone-based vesting

This is our Orange Paper
(Our Whitepaper will release once we're finished with technical R&D)

Storecoin will be the best digital asset for
permanently free, fast, and scalable payments
Speed

Cost

Scalability

(per transaction)

(per transaction fees)

(transactions per second)

2.27 secs

Free

45 mins

$4.12

3-4 TPS

4.49 mins

$0.33

16 TPS

15 mins

$0.39

12 TPS

3 secs

Free until 5% inflation is reached then
the developer needs to buy and stake tokens
to enable free transactions between users

60 secs

Fees, but undetermined

Storecoin

5,000 TPS (Validator-only mode)
100,000+ TPS (Validator-Agent mode)

*Estimates based upon our current R&D

Bitcoin

Ethereum

Dash

EOS
*Claims from whitepaper and blog posts

Tezos

50,000 TPS

No data available

*Claims from whitepaper and blog posts

Our Vision
In 1879, Thomas Edison brought commercial light bulbs to the world. These light
bulbs eventually changed how we work, how we play, and how we communicate.

By 2020, Storecoin will bring free, crypto-powered transactions to millions of
apps, to trillions of API calls, and to thousands of mobile and web developers.
On-chain, crypto-powered payments and API calls will create entirely new markets for apps.

Our Team
We have been thinking very long term about the potential for blockchain-based payments
to incentivize new business models and user behaviors inside of applications.

Chris McCoy
Creator

CEO at Footprint, messaging for franchises. 15 years experience building internet
technologies. 4 years innovating in the blockchain space. Pioneered hierarchy and
blockchain-based payments while at YourSports, a social network for sports history. Member
of the Blockchain Initiative at the World Economic Forum.

Rag Kidiyoor
Chief Technology Officer

30-years building distributed messaging, social networking, and database technologies. Has
been working with Storecoin Creator Chris McCoy since 2011. Previous Cloud Infrastructure
Engineer @Apple (2011-2012), Frontend Architecture @Cisco WebEx (2006-2011).

Ari Paul
Strategic Advisor

Ari is the Co-Founder of BlockTower Capital, an angel Investor, the former PM for Uchicago
endowment.

Mark Ramberg
Advisor, Platform and Wallet SDK

Led global business for Amazon Web Services’ activity in the digital media industry (11-15),
currently a VP at Akamai, cloud expert, distributed computing innovator.

Nate Lubin
Advisor, Communications and Marketing

Former Director of the Office of Digital Strategy @White House (14-16), Director of Digital
Marketing for Obama for America (08, 12), Political Science @Harvard

Noah Ruderman
Technology Advisory

Facebook software engineer studying privacy and cryptocurrency architectures with
properties that scale

Stephen McKeon
Cryptoeconomics Advisor

Finance professor at University of Oregon studying cryptoassets, security issuance, private
equity, and M&A.

The Business Case for Storecoin
Today, using traditional banking infrastructure, mobile and web app developers
have to pay fees ranging from 2.5%-3% of the transaction size plus an additional
30 cents to process in-app payments – for every single transaction!
This limits innovation, especially innovation powered by micropayments.

With free transactions for crypto-based payments, Storecoin will unlock it.

The Market Case for Storecoin
Storecoin is the only digital asset with a clear payments use case
designed to solve a multi-billion dollar problem – the transaction fee
problem for mobile and web app developers all around the world.
Storecoin keeps payments permanently free for application developers
– including payments that are less than a penny.
Storecoin does this with its Dynamic Proof of Stake consensus
algorithm (called “DyPoS)”.
Unlike smart contract-powered public blockchains, Storecoin doesn't
require developers to rebuild their applications as decentralized apps
(called “dApps”).
Instead, Storecoin brings its digital asset – the storecoin token – directly
into mobile and web apps as a new crypto-powered payments and
incentivization platform.
We call these apps “cApps” – or crypto-powered apps.
With this approach, Storecoin will become new payment infrastructure
and new incentivization infrastructure for the global internet.

Where Storecoin fits in

Fees are paid for
by the sender

How Transactions Are Paid For

By capped, yearly
token inflation

The market for crypto-based payments and incentives inside of web and mobile apps – called cApps.

Decentralized apps –
called dApps

Crypto-powered and web
mobile apps – called cApps

What a Decentralized Public Blockchain Enables

What apps can benefit from crypto-powered API calls?
Any app that needs to grow its user base faster, accelerate the adoption of key user actions, and
introduce payments with zero fees will benefit by developing on top of the Storecoin blockchain.

Where Storecoin will get adoption
• Apps where sign up is a key user action
• Apps where successful onboarding is a key user action
• Apps where inviting other users is key to user growth
• Apps with a need for micropayments
• Enterprise apps solving specific use cases like scheduling and e-signatures
• User-generated content and editing sites
• Consumer social networks
• Enterprise messaging apps
• Enterprise ERP systems
• Social games

How big is this market?
There are millions of web and mobile app developers, with billions of
users, all making trillions of API calls on their applications everyday.
As a developer platform, Storecoin can turn these basic API calls into
paid and monetizable API calls where the payment has zero fees.
Storecoin can do this for the global internet.

About Dynamic Proof of Stake (DyPoS)
The Six Engines of DyPoS
Dynamic Proof of Stake is made up of six interdependent engines.
Each engine is based on similar dynamic supply and demand principles as Uber Surge Pricing.
Prices for all six engines are driven by real-time threat levels in the Storecoin Security System.
Governance in DyPoS is inspired by the checks and balances of the U.S. Constitution.
Dynamic (Free) Transactions

Dynamic Validation

To secure transactions, a small security bond is
required with each transaction that is returned
to the sender, with interest, once the transaction
is determined by dGuards to not to be spam or an
attack.

An unlimited number of Validators can
participate in Consensus. No single Validator ever
has greater than 5% odds of winning the Block
Reward. Every Validator has a chance at winning
each new block. Decentralization is maximized.

Dynamic Block Rewards

Dynamic dSecurity

Capped, yearly token inflation of 5% is used to
pay Block Rewards to Validators. The reward
amount is dynamic based upon a number of
real-time factors. Storecoin Inc. takes 1% of the
inflation to pay for security, engineering,
Governance, and blockchain operations.

The Storecoin Thread Level System determines
real-time prices for DyPoS. dGuards study
transactions and Validator activity and report
potential spam or attacks to Storecoin, Inc.
dGuards earn +50% of the stake or the bond of the
found bad actors. The rest is burnt.

Scaling with eAgents

Governance with Checks and Balances

To scale blockchain transactions by making
validation instant – without expensive and
unnecessary network hops – Storecoin is
introducing the concept of an encrypted Agent –
or an eAgent. It's similar to Power of Attorney but
with Merkle hashes.

Storecoin Governance is inspired by the United
States Constitution where checks and balances
ensure that: a) Security Matters Most and b) No
Centralization of Power. For the first 4 years,
Storecoin, Inc. will have executive power.

Where our DyPoS algorithm fits in
The market of permissioned vs. permissionless consensus algorithms and blockchains
PBFT (Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance)
Derived PBFT (Hyperledger project)
RBFT (Redundant Byzantine Fault Tolerance, e.g., Evernym)
SBFT (Simplified Byzantine Fault Tolerance, e.g., Chain)

Distributed concurrence
Corda (R3 CEV)

Openchain
PoET (Proof of Elapsed Time) by Intel
(Sawtooth Lake Project)

Bitcoin
Proprietary Metacoins
DAG (Directed Acylic Graphs)
Factom
Zcash
Monero

Blackcoin
Casper
Ethereum (moving to PoS)
Cosmos
Stratis
Tezos

N2N

PBFT and
derivatives

Proof of
Work (PoW)

Proprietary
distributed ledger

Ripple (evolving into the
inter-ledger protocol)
Stellar (Ripple fork)

Proof of Stake (PoS)
Federated
consensus

Dynamic Proof of
Stake (DyPoS)

Types of
distributed
mechanism

Storecoin

Leader-based
consensus (including)
PAXOS/RAFT-based
derivatives

BigChainDB
RAFT
PAXOS (including many variances, such as
Fast PAXOS, Egalitarian Paxos, etc.)
Juno (RAFT-Hardened Tangaroa; JP Project)
Tangaroa
Mencius
Viewstamped replication
ZAB

Proof of
Storage

Delegated
Proof of
Stake (dPoS)

Proof of
Space

Filecoin

Graphene
Steem
BitShares
EOS

Chia

How Free Transactions are Financed
Transactions are free for users because they are paid for with capped, yearly token inflation of 5%.
4% is paid to block proposers. 1% endows Storecoin to secure, build, and operate the blockchain.
Agents Perform Consensus for
Validators

The winning Validator
becomes the Proposer, gets
awarded with storecoin tokens

The proposing Validator’s Agent broadcasts
a new block of transactions to the rest of the
agents. If committed, the proposing Validator
gets the block from the agent and broadcasts
it to the other Validators as the finalized block.

A Storecoin transaction is sent
A User or a Third Party Application sends
storecoin tokens from their wallet to
another wallet.

#1

#2

The validator chosen to propose the block for a
given round earns a token reward if the block
successfully gets added to the blockchain.

#3

Validator

Validator

Validator

$1
Proposer

Validator

The sender and receiver pay zero transactions fees.

#4

Block rewards are paid with token inflation that is added to the total token supply. Inflation for these block
rewards is capped at 5% per year. Storecoin the organization takes 1% of the value of all inflationary
rewards as a fee to operate, upgrade, and secure the protocol. This native business model is how Storecoin
powers free app-level transactions forever – for any mobile or web application on the planet.

How Storecoin is Secured
The Storecoin Threat Level System
The Storecoin Threat Level System powers real-time market prices for the Six
Engines of DyPoS. The System threat level algorithmically updates as transaction
volumes rise and fall. As threat levels rise, the cost of spam and attacks rise too.
Stake Required for New Validators: 5,000 storecoins
Security Bond to Send Txn: 5,000 edisons
Interest Paid on Security Bond: 5%
# of Security Guards Needed: 50
Stake Required to Guard: 50
Cost to File a Ticket: 1,000 edisons
Stake or Bond Earned by Guard: 90%

Severe
Severe risk of spam or an attack

Stake Required for New Validators: 2,500 storecoins
Security Bond to Send Txn: 2,500 edisons
Interest Paid on Security Bond: 4%
# of Security Guards Needed: 40
Stake Required to Guard: 100
Cost to File a Ticket: 750 edisons
Stake or Bond Earned by Guard: 80%

High
High risk of spam or an attack

Stake Required for New Validators: 1,500 storecoins
Security Bond to Send Txn: 1,000 edisons
Interest Paid on Security Bond: 3%
# of Security Guards Needed: 30
Stake Required to Guard: 200
Cost to File a Ticket: 500 edisons
Stake or Bond Earned by Guard: 70%

Elevated
Significant risk of spam or an attack

Stake Required for New Validators: 1,000 storecoins
Security Bond to Send Txn: 500 edisons
Interest Paid on Security Bond: 2%
# of Security Guards Needed: 20
Stake Required to Guard: 500
Cost to File a Ticket: 250 edisons
Stake or Bond Earned by Guard: 60%

Guarded
General risk of spam or an attack

Stake Required for New Validators: 500 storecoins
Security Bond to Send Txn: 250 edisons
Interest Paid on Security Bond: 1%
# of Security Guards Needed: 10
Stake Required to Guard: 1,000
Cost to File a Ticket: 100 edisons
Stake or Bond Earned by Guard: 50%

Low
Low risk of spam or an attack

How dGuards Secure the Blockchain
dGuards are the decentralized security network on Storecoin that secures the blockchain by
finding bad actors across the validator pool, the Wallet SDK network, and in transactions.
dGuards run full nodes to study transactions and validator behavior. They're rewarded with
+50% of the burned stake from bad validators or +50% of the security bond from bad senders.
Latest Blockchain State

dGuard

dGuard

dGuard

dGuard

dGuard

dSecurity Guards monitor all transactions and validator activity. They
stake $500 in tokens to be a dGuard. Storecoin, Inc. hires only 50 per year.
dGuards pay tokens to submit security
tickets for Storecoin, Inc. to review.
A % of burnt stake or bond
is earned by the dGuard
Validator

dGuard

The % earned is based on
the network Threat Level

If the dSecurity Team at Storecoin Inc. determines the activity
to be "bad", the dGuard earns a reward. The reward is paid for
by the burned stake or the burned security bond. Any
remaining bond or stake not paid to a dGuard gets burned.

1,000 tokens staked

How Free Transactions are Secured With Bonds
To prevent Storecoin from a DDoS attack or from the blockchain being flooded with spammy
transactions, Storecoin adds a refundable – with interest! – security bond to each transaction.
#1

#2

A user requests
a transaction

#3

100 storecoins are sent with zero transaction fees

100 storecoins are
received with zero
transaction fees

The user also sends a security bond to secure the transaction. The amount is
based upon the current level of the Storecoin Threat Level System. For this
example, let’s assume 0.00001 storecoins are sent as a security bond.

Sender

Receiver

#6

#5.1

0.000011 storecoins are
returned to the sender

#4

Once approved by dGuards, the
0.00001 bond is returned to the
sender – with interest!

The interest rate is based on the level of
the Storecoin Threat Level System and
the # of days the security is bonded. It is
Dynamic. In this transaction, the bond is
0.000001 storecoins.

#5.2

All dGuards review
the transaction

If rejected by a duard and the rejection is
approved by Storecoin, Inc, then the security
bond is not returned to the sender. The dGuard
earns +50% of the bond. The remaining is burned.

How Checks and Balances prevent centralization
The Four Branches of Storecoin Governance
Storecoin Governance is inspired by the United States Constitution where checks and
balances ensure that: a) Security Matters Most and b) No Centralization of Power.

GOVERNANCE

(provides checks and balances)

(Checks and Balances)

Validator

Validator

Validator

Proposer

Validator

DECENTRALIZED

EXECUTIVE

JUDICIAL

SECURITY

(votes on changes)

(carries out changes)

(keeps network safe)

(prevents centralization,
interprets The Charter)

(Congress)

(White House)

(National Security Agency)

(Supreme Court)

Voters

Chief Executive Officer

Chief Security Officer

Board of Directors

(President)

(Director of the NSA)

dGuards
(Senate)

Core Team

Validators
(House)

Security Team

(Government
Staff)

Distribution
Partners

(Justices)

(NSA Staff)

dGuards
(Anonymous Infosec
contractors)

Open Source
Contributors

(Business)

(Community)

How Governance is Hired
For the first 4 years, Storecoin, Inc. will have executive power over the blockchain. Then, our
security-first Governance will guide all Changes to leadership, to features, and to Governance itself.

GOVERNANCE

(provides checks and balances)

(Checks and Balances)

Validator

Validator

Validator

Proposer

Validator

DECENTRALIZED

EXECUTIVE

JUDICIAL

SECURITY

(votes on changes)

(carries out changes)

(keeps network safe)

(prevents centralization,
interprets The Charter)

(Congress)

(White House)

(National Security Agency)

(Supreme Court)

Voters

Chief Executive Officer

dGuards
50 total per year; appointed and
removed by the Security Branch;
Votes require 2/3 majority

Core Team

Validators

Appointed by the Chief Executive Officer;
Approved by the Decentralized Branch;
Plays the "Judicial" role for Storecoin, Inc.

Hired and fired by the Board of
Directors; an 8 year max tenure

Security Team

Hired and fired by the CEO

Hired and fired by the CSO

Distribution
Partners

Volunteers; run full nodes to help
validate the consensus; an unlimited
number per year; can vote only after
being in the pool for 6 months; Votes
require a 51% majority; If reached,
then dGuards vote next

Board of Directors

Chief Security Officer

Hired and fired by the Board of
Directors; an 8 year max tenure

dGuards
Approved or Removed by the CSO,
re-hired yearly, can serve forever if
re-hired; run full nodes to Secure
and File security tickets

Recruited and managed by Team

Open Source
Contributors
Recruited and managed by Team

How Checks and Balances Work
How protocol changes, security fixes, and Governance amendments are made.
(The Charter)
Validator

Validator

Validator

Validator

Proposer

DECENTRALIZED

EXECUTIVE

JUDICIAL

SECURITY

(prevents centralization,
interprets The Charter)

(votes on changes)

(carries out changes)

(keeps network safe)

Any token holder can suggest a Change to
Governance including new features

Led by the Chief Executive Officer who is
hired and fired by the Judicial Branch

Led by the Chief Executive Officer who is
hired and fired by the Judicial Branch

Change Requests must be 100% funded in
three months before they make a ballot

The CEO serves eight years maximum

The CSO serves eight years maximum

Makes Governance and Protocol-level
Changes approved by the dBranch

CEO hires the Core Security Team

Validators take at least one vote per year;
no more than one per quarter

The Security Branch proposes
protocol-level changes due to Severe-level
threats to the Executive Branch

Can veto any change approved by
Decentralized branch but the veto can be
overruled by the Decentralized Branch if
2/3 of Validators and 85% of dGuards
Approve within 2 weeks of the Veto

Validators vote on Change Requests first
Validators must be in the consensus pool
for 6+ months before receiving a vote
No single validator can ever have more
than 5% of the voting power

If accepted, the Security Team and the
Core Team build the Severe-level changes
accepted by the Executive Branch

Recruits and incentivizes distribution
partners

The Executive Branch can Veto a Change

Manages and incentivizes open source
contributors

Determines compensation for all branches
of Governance, including the Storecoin
Threat Level System

If Security-level Changes are Approved by
the dBranch, the Security Team builds

Hires the Core Team for Storecoin, Inc.

If 2/3 of dGuards approve a Change, the
change is then sent to the Executive
Branch for Acceptance or Veto

When needed, interprets The Charter and
has the mandate to make decisions that
supersede the Executive and the Security
branches. The Judicial branch can not
supersede decisions made by the
Decentralized branch

CEO can accept or reject these proposals

Has authority to accept or reject changes
related to Severe-level threats proposed
by the Security Branch

If 51% of the Validators approve a Change,
then dGuards vote next

Governed by a Board of Directors with up
to 9 members who are Appointed by the
CEO but Approved by the Decentralized
Branch. CEO can also suggest Removal but
the dBranch must vote on and Approve

Compensation cannot be changed
through Governance

Team reviews tickets filed by the
decentralized dGuard Network
CSO has executive say in status of Tickets
The CSO hires, removes, and re-hires
dGuards each year

If Vetoed by the Executive Branch, the
dBranch can take one more vote

dGuards must remain completely
anonymous during their service

In a final vote, if 2/3 of Validators and 85%
of dGuards approve, the change becomes
part of Governance
This is Checks and Balances!

How Every Storecoin Token Owner Can Create Change
(Democracy)

A Change can be requested from any Storecoin token owner. The change
request can be for Governance or for a new blockchain feature.

A smart contract-powered crowdfunding campaign is set up to put the Change Request on the ballot for the
Decentralized Branch. To get on the ballot, the Community must raise 150x of the Validator cost to stake
Storecoin within 3 months (the cost is dynamic based upon the current Storecoin Security Level). The
Community will independently organize to raise these funds before the deadline ends.

If funded, the Change is sent to the Decentralized Branch for a quarterly vote

#1

#2

#3

Rejected by
Validators

#4

Approved by
Validators but
rejected by
dGuards

Approved by
Validators then
approved by dGuards
but rejected by the
Executive Branch and
then again rejected by
the Decentralized
Branch

100% of the
funds are burnt
Funds are returned

If not funded
before deadline

#5

Approved by
Validators
then approved
by dGuards
then approved
by the
Executive
Branch

Funds are returned

Approved by
Validators then
approved by dGuards
but rejected by the
Executive Branch but
then approved by
Decentralized Branch

100% of the funds
are burnt

The Change is approved, built, and
integrated within one year

Why Governance Matters
Governance takes a system that has been vetted for hundreds of years – the U.S. Constitution –
but removes the politics and replaces it with technology.

With Governance, Storecoin will:
Operate with yearly income that funds blockchain security, engineering, governance, and OpEx
Make changes only if they can be secured
Mitigate spam, attacks, and fraud throughout the entire blockchain ecosystem
Prevent malicious activity such as a hard fork
Maximize decentralization
Give every token holder a voice
Allow application developers to deliver crypto-powered free transactions for users, forever

How Storecoin gets market adoption
Storecoin Network Effects
The magic of the Storecoin is that it aligns incentives across all stakeholders to hold the token.

More Adoption

More Validators

More dGuards

More Buyers

More Developers

More Users

More Transactions

The Storecoin Alliance
A collation of organizations that have entered into long-term relationships with Storecoin as
its exclusive cryptocurrency to be integrated into enterprise and consumer-facing apps.

Our Partners

$100,000 in Amazon AWS credits

Blockchain Development Partners

Blockchain Patent Lawyers

Our Wallet-based Distribution Strategy
Storecoin will power a Wallet API for developers to integrate
storecoin tokens directly inside of their web or mobile app.

Third Party
App #1

5

Third Party
App #2

Third Party
App #3

Third Party
App #4

Third Party
App #5

Third Party
App #6

Third Party Apps will integrate the Storecoin Wallet so each user account in the app has a crypto wallet. Apps can assign actions – or
crypto-powered API calls – to micro-units of storecoins so each time a user takes an action, they earn the storecoin cryptocurrency. They
can then exchange storecoins for other cryptocurrencies using a decentralized exchange. From there, they can move into cash/fiat.

Storecoin Wallet Developer Kit

4

Between the token layer and the app layer, there is a protocol-powered Wallet API allowing the Storecoin cryptocurrency to natively be
distributed inside of third party apps (not dApps). Storecoin, Inc. develops and supports these Wallet APIs for third party developers.

3

Token (storecoin)
A secure unit of value allowing the owner to access services and/or data from the Storecoin Blockchain.

Decentralized Consensus Protocol (DyPoS)

2

The secure decentralized algorithm enabling new blocks of transactions to get created, confirmed, and added to the public blockchain.

Storecoin Blockchain

1

A digitized, decentralized, public ledger containing the history of every Storecoin transaction.

How the Storecoin Wallet Works
Once Third Party Developers integrate the Storecoin Wallet into their apps, every user on
their app can have a Storecoin wallet. Storecoin can even power fee-less payments inside of
apps. Apps that build on top of Storecoin will be called crypto-powered apps – or cApps.
Every user has a wallet

Users can sell their storecoins Users can trade their storecoins Users can gift their storecoins A user can buy more storecoins

How Storecoin Grows
Using our 33% Incentivization Pool, we can award tokens to third party developers – both Fortune 100
companies and indie developers – to kickstart their development with storecoins. If Storecoin drives either
revenue, engagement, or user growth, then they'll likely buy additional tokens to continue the new growth.

API

API

API

API

API
API

API

API

API

How the Storecoin public blockchain works
How Payments Are Free, Fast, and Scalable
How the Dynamic Proof of Stake consensus algorithm keeps transactions permanently
free while perpetually funding blockchain security, engineering, and governance.
#1

A transaction is
requested.

#3
$1

#2

A validator is chosen to become the block proposer through
Dynamic Validation, a new algorithm that gives every validator
a weighted chance at being chosen for each new block.
For each new block, the odds of being selected as block proposer
improve if #1 a validator has more tokens staked, #2 if they are
located in the geographic area where the transaction is sent, #3
if they are located in a geographic area where Storecoin needs
more decentralization, and #4 through tenure.

The transaction is
first determined to be
valid or invalid.

Validator
10,000 tokens staked

CheckTx

• 6.514% initial odds

Rejected

• 5% weighted odds

Pass

Application
Handling

178 tokens staked

150 tokens staked

• 0.116% initial odds

• 0.098% initial odds

• 0.118% weighted odds

• 0.099% weighted odds

Validator

Mempool

Note: Storecoin's decentralized consensus algorithm is partially built on
top of the Tendermint protocol, a byzantine fault-tolerant replicated state
machine for any programming language https://tendermint.com

Validator

3,007 tokens staked

1,080 tokens staked

• 1.959% initial odds

• 0.704% initial odds

• 1.991% weighted odds

• 0.715% weighted odds

Proposer

Validator

#4
To scale blockchain transactions by making validation instant – without expensive and unnecessary network hops –
Storecoin is introducing the concept of an "Agent.” It's similar to Power of Attorney giving one entity the authority to
execute private transactions on another entity's behalf.
This process is called Dynamic Scaling.
How It Works: Each Validator node is given an Agent node that participates in the decentralized consensus process
on the Validator’s behalf. The Agent updates the encrypted Validator node data cache with the new block when the
new block is finalized. The staking cost to become a new Validator is determined by the Security System.
Validation Backend

Node Data

Proposer-Agent

Validator-Agent

Mempool

Node Data Cache (Encrypted)

/validate?validators= [V1, ... Vn]

Note: Storecoin is also pursuing research for an
alternative scaling design that reduces the amount
of data in each block where every node doesn’t
need to store redundant copy of all transactions,
but can cryptographically validate the transaction set.

#6

Proposer

#5

A proposed block needs to be voted on twice by Validator agents.
Once in the Pre-vote stage. Then again in the Pre-commit stage. This
voting is done by Agents who will then come to consensus and give
the committed block to the Validator who is assigned to be the
proposer for the round. The proposer then broadcasts this block to
the rest of the Validators as the next committed block.

Proposer Agent pulls transactions
into a block and broadcasts this
block to the rest of the Agents.

BlockTransactions
Agent
Proposer
Node

TX1: set(btc, 99)
TX2: set(eth, 10)
TX3: set(usd, 15)
...

Nil means restart with
a new proposed block.

Invalid block or
timeout reached

Broadcast
proposed
block

Pre-vote Nil

Validator
-Agents
Gossip

Agent 1

Pre-vote Block

Valid Block
Agents
perform
this

Agent 2

> 2/3 nodes do not
pre-vote for some block
and timeout reached

Agent 3

Nil means restart with
a new proposed block.
Pre-commit Nil

Validator
-Agents
Gossip

Pre-commit Block

> 2/3 nodes
pre-vote for block

#7

New Block

#8

If the Agents find that greater than 2/3 of Agents agree on a
block, that block is processed and all Validators get the
updated block from the proposing Validator.
New node determined
for block proposal.

> 2/3 nodes do not
pre-commit for block
or timeout reached

Once the block has been committed by
greater than 2/3 of Agents, the proposed
block is relayed to the proposing Validator
who then broadcasts the finalized block
to the rest of the Validators.

No Commit

Validator
New
Round

Nodes
Gossip
Height
Increase

Commit Block

> 2/3 nodes
pre-commit for block

Validator
BeginBlock,
[DeliverTx, ...]
EndBlock,
Commit,

Validator

The block reward is issued to
the block proposer. The amount is
determined by Dynamic Rewards.

Application
Handling

Proposer

#10

#9

The state is updated by Agents. All validators have
access to the same updated blockchains state.

Validator

The committed block of
transactions is added to the
public Storecoin blockchain.

CheckTx

Mempool
Connection

State

BeginBlock,
[DeliverTx, ...]
EndBlock,
Commit,

Consensus
Connection

Query
Connection

btc=99
the=19
usd=15
...

Query,
Info
Other Elements
(GUI, etc)

#12

#11
Validators can get the updated state via the
cached back-end maintained by all Agents.

Once the state updates, the token is transferred
from the sender's wallet to the receiver's wallet
with zero transaction fees. The payment can be
as low as 0.00000001 storecoins, called 1 edison.

$1

$1
Validator

Validator

Validator

Validator

How to get involved
Storecoin Project Schedule
Storecoin is an ambitious and long-range technology initiative currently in deep R&D.
We'll issue mini Token Sales as key Technology and Adoption milestones are achieved.
We’re committed to Doing The Right Thing as we invent, introduce, and govern Storecoin.
Storecoin is taking a responsible, +thousand-year long term approach to building a
secure and scalable public blockchain protocol.

2017

May
1

August 2017

STORECOIN R&D BEGINS

2

FIRST TOKEN SALE (7% SALE)

Blockchain Architect added
Viable testing network set-up
Early engineering team added
Storecoin Green Paper is released
R&D begins
Scalability testing begins
Green Paper is started
Security testing begins
Amazon funds Storecoin R&D with AWS credits
Storecoin governance and Token Sales are aligned
with the SEC’s July guidance

December 2017
3

SECOND TOKEN SALE (3% SALE)
Orange Paper released
VP Security Engineering added full-time
Economics Paper released
Governance and Security Paper released
Scaling Paper released
Storecoin Alliance Network launched
Scalability testing moves to phase 2
Security testing moves to phase 2

2018

2018+
4

THIRD TOKEN SALE (4% SALE)

v1 Storecoin Whitepaper released
Storecoin Proof of Concept #1 released
Storecoin v0.1 Developer API released
Storecoin Roadmap Announced
Open Source Development begins

2019

2019+
3

FOURTH TOKEN SALE (5% SALE)
Storecoin Token gets issued to the wallet of all Token
Buyers
Public Network v0.1 launches
Storecoin Wallet SDK launches
Storecoin Alliance launches initial apps on top of
Wallet SDK

Help Validate the future Storecoin Blockchain

Apply at http://storeco.in/applytoforge

Become a dGuard for Storecoin

Apply at http://storeco.in/dguard

Get invited to participate in Storecoin's Third Token Sale
Enter your email address at www.storeco.in
Invites will be sent in March or April 2018

GET STARTED

